
Fondazione Amici-di-Qinghai

Activities report for the calendar year 2021
Dear donors

The activities of the Amici-di-Qinghai had to be carried out by digital means mainly in 2021. On-site visits were only allowed to

Mr. Song, Erwin's loyal Beijing office assistant, because of the travel restrictions for foreigners and the authorities' zero-case

corona policy. The said on-site visits were particularly helpful, as Mr. Song enjoys the full confidence of the authorities, being a

former Government employee, and having worked more than 30 years pro bono for the Amici.

1. Financing of three more moving nomad schools: Qiakeri, Wangqingning and Duohemao..

2. Implementation of the annual scholarship program: Quma, Huanquhu, Zeku, Jicang

3. Distribution of e-books

4. Consideration of another moving nomadic school for the calendar year 2022.

The contacts with the local authorities went smoothly during the whole calendar year 2021, but as mentioned above, for Erwin

only via digital means, namely WeChat, Zoom or FaceTime. Each project was discussed with the authorities, and separate

contracts were signed. Thanks to a strict focus on purely educational activities, the foundation was able to continue smoothly its

work in 2021. Continuous adaptation to new regulations, close digital contact with the authorities, and no media presence

allowed trouble-free search for new projects as well as their approval and realization. All authorities concerned, police and Party,

repeatedly thanked the Foundation for its useful support. It goes without saying that the nomads and children themselves

expressed also their gratitude.



• RA Lara Toma Pelucca, RA Rocco Bergonzoli, Monica Cocchi del Ponte, Maurizio Checchi, Yolanda and Erwin Schurtenberger; the membership of the Trustees 
will be adjusted in 2022 2

In deep sorrow, many friends, acquaintances and clients of the Law Office Bergonzoli & Toma had to say goodbye to late RA

Eros Bergonzoli, who left this world in September in impressive peace with himself and the world. For more information, please

refer to slides 5-6. The Amici-di-Qinghai are very grateful to RA Lara Toma Pelucca and RA Rocco Bergonzoli for agreeing to fill

pro bono the gap left by the deceased*.

The provisional financial statements of Amici-di-Qinghai for 2021 were approved by the Board of Trustees on December 3,

2021. The final financial statements will be reviewed by the Board of Trustees at the annual Spring meeting, and once

approved, will be submitted to the external auditor, Mr. Cristiano Botta (Lugano). The final financial statements for 2021 will be

published on the website, after approval by the competent authority of the Swiss Ministry of Interior EDI.

As the Year of the Buffalo has come to an end, we send you our warmest congratulations for the Year of the Water Tiger. May

the new lunar year bring you all the best, especially optimal health, a good dose of optimism in turbulent times, and an

irrepressible will to get along with the ongoing changes in the world ! Should science and technology again increasingly strive to

make use of the order of creation instead of wanting to change its foundations, then "more harmonious times" should dawn

again.

With heartfelt thanks for your support

and with kind regards we remain

Yours truly and gratefully

Yolanda and Erwin,

Chiang Mai, February 2022



2. Financing and realization of three more moving nomadic schools

In the year 2021, three more moving nomad schools were funded, one in the Qiakeri region (the Amici-di-Qinghai School) and

two in Duohemao, a region feared for its gusty winds and freezing temperatures in winter: the Wangqingning Guido Cherubini

School and the Duohemao Eros Bergonzoli School. All three new Moving Nomad Schools, similar to earlier nomad schools, offer

reading and writing classes in basic Tibetan-Chinese-English and basic arithmetics. Since the area is sparsely populated and the

children live with their parents, the teacher gives the lessons at mutually agreed locations not too far from the students' parents.

In other words, the teacher goes near the pupils instead of the children having to go to a schoolhouse. The program lasts two

years and prepares the nomad children to attend a regular elementary school, which they must attend in a boarding school.

QIAKERI: The Amici-di-Qinghai Nomad School

This additional moving nomad school provides preschool education to 155 children at 5 teaching sites, all sites are located

between 10 and 20 km from the Qiakeri municipal kindergarten, where all cars from the region’s moving nomad schools return in

the evening. The 5 teaching sites of the Qiakeri Moving Nomad School are located between 5 and 15 km from each other. The

school was financed entirely from the general funds of the Foundation, i.e. from the numerous donors who regularly offer their

financial support to the Foundation.
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WANGQINGNING: The Guido Cherubini School 

Mr. Guido Cherubini, a successful Swiss businessman, expressed a wish to fund another traveling nomad school, when he

was already stricken with a terminal illness. Through intensive telephone conversations with the local authorities and a visit by

Mr. Song on site, a project was presented to the donor in August, who immediately approved it. Happily, the generous donor

was able to be informed of the project's implementation in early September, just days before his peaceful passing, along with a

selection of photos showing happy faces of students at their new moving nomad school and expressing their deep gratitude.

The new moving nomad school began classes at the end of September for a total of 110 children at four teaching points,

offering children an education relatively close to their parents' homes. To honor Guido Cherubini as a generous, long-time

friend of the Amici-di-Qinghai, the Foundation has decided to establish another Moving Nomad School in honor of the

generous donor during 2022. Please see one of Guido's schools that was very close to his heart and was inaugurated in 2007:

https://www.schurtenberger.biz/GuidoCherubini/
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DUOHEMAO: The Eros Bergonzoli School 

As mentioned above, the lawyer and co-founder of Amici-di-Qinghai passed peacefully away in September 2021. The many

friends and clients of RA Bergonzoli made it possible for the Foundation to finance a moving nomad school with the generous

donations to honour this wonderful person with a school in his name. Through intensive digital discussions and support from

Erwin's assistant, a suitable project was selected, a contract was signed, and the car was purchased for the teacher. Officials

from the police, the education office, and the bank, all of whom remembered the lawyer from his visit in 2019, took special care

to approve and implement the project without delay. To get a concrete impression of the extraordinary personality, please visit

the following website, which shows a memorable visit of the deceased to the highlands of Zeku in 2019:

https://www.schurtenberger.biz/ErosBergonzoli

This additional moving nomad school is located in Duohemao district and provides basic pre-school education to 70 students in

the administrative area of Duoheri and Qumari, which is located about 20 km south of the district’s township. The area has a

population of 3064. Classes are held at two sites: in Quguoqiadang, 23 km southwest of the county seat, and in Sejini, 6 km

Southeast.
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The various authorities examined and approved the

project of a Moving Nomad School in honor of the

deceased in an extraordinarily short time.
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2. Implementation of the annual scholarship program

At its spring meeting, the Foundation’s Trustees decided to distribute a total of 97 scholarships to needy nomadic students.

The financial situation of the parents, most of whom own only sheep-goat yaks and generally have little cash, had

previously been examined by the responsible education office together with the village elders concerned. The scholarships

were awarded in early September for the start of the 2021-22 school year.

QUMA

Quma village school. 2 scholarships for primary school students 

of 1000 RMB each, and 8 scholarships for middle school students

at RMB 1'500 each >> RMB 14'000  or CHF 2'010.

HUANQUHU

High mountain school for mountain students at 3800 MüM 

20 scholarships of RMB 1000 each  >> RMB 20'000 or 

CHF 2'680.
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JICANG

27 scholarships of Jicang Mountain Village (18 scholarships of RMB 500 each to primary school students in grades 1-3.

5 scholarships of RMB 1000 each to primary school students in grades 4-6. 4 scholarships of RMB 1,500 each to 4 college

students. Total RMB 20,000 or CHF 2,680.

ZEKU
50 scholarships for 10 mpoving nomad schools on the Zeku Plateau: - 25 scholarships of RMB 1000 each for primary

school students; - 25 scholarships of RMB 1,500 each for middle school or college students >> Total RMB 62,500 or CHF

8,345.
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3. Distribution of more e-books.

The "electronic device" teaches students the basics of reading, writing, arithmetic, history and geography. The language

can be set to Northern Tibetan, Chinese or English. Once a word is pressed with the stylus, it sounds in the selected

language. Children are understanding the logic of self-teaching with incredible speed.

In the calendar year 2021, only 10 copies were distributed to students in Jicang and Zeku. The authorities ordered that

those students who transfer to a boarding school to give their copy of the e-book to students who are still attending a

moving nomad school.
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4. Considering another nomad moving school in the calendar year 2022.

The Education Bureau of Zeku has asked the Amici-di-Qinghai in a video conference at the beginning of January 2022 for

funding, if possible, of another Moving Nomad School in 2022, namely in the very remote region of Wangjia. A total of 3640

nomads live in the mentioned district, including 86 students of pre-school and/or first grade age. The area is extremely

sparsely populated and is at an average altitude of 3600 meters above sea level. The Amici have already financed two

schools in neighboring areas in previous years. The planned moving nomad school will provide education for 50 students in

Yejinmu, 23 students in Sazhuyu and 13 students in Yulong. The three teaching sites are far away from each other, so the

teacher teaches 2 days per week at each site. On the other days, the children will study with their "electronic teacher" in self-

instruction, as has been successfully done at most other travelling schools for years.

The Amici-di-Qinghai will gather additional information digitally and have Erwin's office staff visit the project on site in March

to give the Foundation a better understanding via a video conference. The Foundation’s Trustees will conduct due diligence

on the project at its spring meeting.

********

Finally, the Foundation will continue the current scholarship program in the next school year 2022-23, as well as consider

possible additional projects for moving nomad schools on the Zeku plateau.
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